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Grobbelaar finds fault as Liverpool slip again 
Liverpool 2 Wimbledon 3  
AFTER the gloom that has shrouded Liverpool since the start of the season had 
failed to show any signs of lifting at Anfield on Saturday, Bruce Grobbelaar passed 
judgment on the rapidly-disintegrating situation at the club.  
Grobbelaar, 34, who has being overlooked in favour of David James in goal, said 
after making his first appearance of the Premier League campaign: ``We had 
better get things sorted out soon or we are going to be dead and buried. I think 
the boss (Graeme Souness) is right when he says that the more experienced 
players are not helping out the youngsters.  
``The younger players have been playing like men and the men have been playing 
like youngsters. It is up to us, the older ones, to show the way forward. The kids 
have determination and fire and we, the experienced professionals, must show 
that we too have those qualities.''  
Unfortunately, Grobbelaar set anything but the perfect example. He contributed 
to Liverpool's fifth defeat in ten league games by presenting Wimbledon with a 
crucial second goal, when his mis-punch on the edge of the penalty area was 
returned with unerring accuracy by the outstanding Earle.  
Wimbledon, who had opened the scoring in the twelfth minute when Fashanu's 
belligerent surge from deep had met with only limited resistance, could scarcely 
believe their good fortune. Liverpool had clearly failed to heed the lessons of their 
previous two fixtures, when they had conceded four goals against both Aston Villa 
and Chesterfield.  
Grobbelaar's reputation as a showman with a flair for the ridiculous belies his 
ability to analyse his own failings and the shortcomings of those around him. 
``There is a lack of co-ordination at the back,'' he said. ``I am sick and tired of 
watching people who just do not want to die for this club.''  
Grobbelaar's words reflect the mounting unease and frustration within the club. 
Souness has made great play of the fact that he is lacking the services of several 
influential players, and any club in Britain would struggle after losing players such 
as Barnes, Rush and Whelan. However, Liverpool's first-team pool on Saturday 
included six full internationals.  
Even after hauling themselves back into contention with a penalty by Molby and a 
smartly taken goal by McManaman shortly before the interval, Liverpool's football 
was so unimaginative that one point always seemed likely to be the limit of their 
ambition.  
Earle's second, decisive goal 14 minutes before the end, again the by-product of 
poor defending, was possibly more than Wimbledon deserved, but it was a case 
of fortune favouring the brave rather than the beleaguered. It also, apparently, 
favours Souness.  
Inevitably, Liverpool's worst start to a league programme in 39 years has 
prompted speculation about the manager's position. Yet David Moores, the 
Liverpool chairman, said the board was behind Souness. ``I am perfectly hopeful 
that we will get through this and come back as the force we have always been,'' 
Moores said.  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar; M Marsh, D Burrows, T Piechnik, J Redknapp, M 
Wright, R Rosenthal, S McManaman, D Hutchison, J Molby, M Walters (sub: I 
Kosma).  
WIMBLEDON: H Segers; W Barton, J Skinner, V Jones, J Scales, S Fitzgerald, N 
Ardley (sub: P Miller), R Earle, J Fashanu, D Holdsworth (sub: L Sanchez), A Clarke.  
Referee: R Milford. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Sick and tired of failure 
NOT so much Liverpool as Liverpool Reserves against Wimbledon. But then it is 
not the reserves who are the cause of the trouble, as Graeme Souness and now 
Bruce Grobbelaar have pointed out.  
'I am sick and tired of watching people who don't want to die for this club,' said 
Grobbelaar after another result which appeared to leave Souness too 
embarrassed to speak for himself. 'If players' hearts aren't in it, they can jump in 
the Mersey as far as I'm concerned.  
'The youngsters are playing like men, and the men like youngsters. The older 
players are not helping the youngsters. The youngsters are showing us they have 
the determination and fire. We have to show fire too.'  
Wright seems almost as unhappy a fit as Saunders, and rumours of his departure 
are no surprise. Rosenthal did his best, although that will never be as good as 
Rush's. Walters had much to answer for.  
By the norms of Anfield tradition, McManaman, Marsh, Redknapp and Hutchison 
would have had cossetted introductions. Charnock, at 17, could not have hoped 
for a look-in for several years. Now in extremis they have all been called into 
wretched service, as eager but as unprepared as some of the gallant lads for the 
trenches.  
Liverpool have seven senior players missing through injury, which means few are 
left to accept Grobbelaar's blame. But the reinstated goalkeeper was even more 
specific, pointing the finger at the back four of Burrows, Piechnik, Wright and 
Marsh. 'There is a lack of co-operation at the back and we have got to sort it out. 
From day one we have been a mixed bagful. Now with the introduction of 
Piechnik it has brought some life into the middle of the back four. We will get it 
right.'  
But they got it woefully wrong in the first quarter of an hour and Fashanu, 
combining cleverly with Earle, burst through and put Wimbledon in the lead.  
Grobbelaar had not exempted himself from blame, and shouldered responsibility 
for the second goal, mispunching a clearance which Earle lobbed back into an 
unguarded net. Even so Grobbelaar had cause for complaint: 'I passed eight 
players as I ran out, yet I was still first back. Are we in this together or what?'  
Liverpool worked hard and were rewarded with a Molby penalty, after Rosenthal 
was brought down, followed five minutes before half-time by the equaliser. 
Rosenthal hit the bar, but MacManaman potted the rebound.  
Liverpool grafted rather than crafted for most of the second half, but Wimbledon 
stole the points through Earle with just quarter of an hour left. Grobbelaar was 
again prepared to take partial responsibility, but the truth was written on the 
faces of the back four who stood glaring accusingly at each other.  
'We have to get that sorted out, and soon,' said Grobbelaar. 'Otherwise we are 
dead and buried.' They are an unheard of fourth from bottom, on an 
unacceptable level with Sheffield United.  
SCORERS: Liverpool: Molby, pen (35min), McManaman (39). Wimbledon: Fashanu 
(12), Earle (27 and 76).  
Liverpool: Grobbelaar; Marsh, Burrows, Piechnik, Redknapp, Wright, Rosenthal, 
McManaman, Hutchison, Molby, Walters (Kozma, 81).  
Wimbledon: Segers; Barton, Skinner, Jones, Scales, Fitzgerald, Ardley (Miller, 74), 
Earle, Fashanu, Holdsworth (Sanchez, h-t), Clarke.  
Referee: R Milford (Bristol). 
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Wimbledon deepen Liverpool depression 
Liverpool 2 Wimbledon 3  
LIVERPOOL 2 (4-5-1): Grobbelaar; Marsh, Burrows, Piechnik, Wright; Redknapp, 
McManaman, Hutchison, Molby, Walters (Kozma 81min); Rosenthal.  
WIMBLEDON 3 (4-3-3): Segers; Barton, Skinner, Scales, Fitzgerald; Jones, Ardley 
(Miller 73min) Earle; Fashanu, Holdsworth (Sanchez 48min), Clarke.  
Goals: Fashanu (11min) 0-1; Earle (26min) 0-2; Molby (pen 35min) 1-2; 
McManaman (41min) 2-2; Earle (75min) 2-3.  
Weather: mild. Ground: excellent.  
Referee: R Milford (Bristol).  
SO LIVERPOOL suffered another reverse at Anfield, but Wimbledon were 
deserving of praise. The team everybody seems to enjoy disliking earned 
admiration for the way they weathered the storm to win an exciting encounter of 
mistake and counter-mistake.  
Wimbledon, revelling in their tag of the great unfashionables, have a habit of 
upsetting Liverpool. The 1988 FA Cup final victory is the most obvious example, 
but more recent results have also gone in their favour.  
Troubled Liverpool were lambasted after this defeat by their own Bruce 
Grobbelaar, who had been recalled in goal in place of James.  
Grobbelaar partly blamed himself for two of the goals, but added: ``I'm 
questioning if we are all in it together. We've got to get it sorted out. We had 
better or we will be dead and buried.  
``The youngsters have been playing like men and the men have been playing like 
youngsters. The experienced players haven't been doing their job. The youngsters 
are showing us they have the determination and fire. We have to show that fire 
too.''  
One has to question the wisdom of the manager Graeme Souness, who has sold 
Houghton, Staunton and Saunders, all to Aston Villa, when experience has 
become Liverpool's prime need. According to a poll by Football Monthly, 70 per 
cent of fans in Liverpool now think Souness should be sacked, with Alan Hansen 
nominated as favourite to succeed him, and John Toshack next choice.  
Wimbledon had a dodgy 15-minute spell before half-time when they allowed 
Liverpool to recover from a two-goal deficit. But they gathered themselves to 
such an extent that nobody could really begrudge them their winner.  
It came 15 minutes from the end through Earle, who outpaced Liverpool's 
defenders after cleverly anticipating Fashanu's headed flick. The scoring shot was 
almost a formality.  
Earle had reminded everybody before the match that there was never a good 
time to go to Anfield. Wimbledon, no respecters of reputations, have enjoyed 
their visits more than most, and a Fashanu penalty winner in a 3-2 victory last 
season is still fresh in the memory.  
Liverpool have conceded 11 goals in their last three games. Their defence, which 
included a woefully off-colour Wright, and their new signing from Denmark, 
Piechnik, never looked like containing either Fashanu or the midfielder, Earle, 
who on this performance cannot be far away from an England call-up.  
All three Wimbledon goals were avoidable as Liverpool's soft-centre was exposed 
time and again.  
Burrows and Piechnik were hapless onlookers as Fashanu swapped passes with 
Earle on the edge of the box. Before they could recover, Fashanu had threaded a 
sweet shot beyond Grobbelaar.  
Just as Liverpool were working up a head of steam, Wimbledon went two up. 
Grobbelaar was caught in no man's land by Earle, who from 25 yards redirected 
the goalkeeper's punched clearance over him and into the roof of the net.  
When Rosenthal fell under Earle's challenge, the referee, Roger Milford, 
interpreted it as a penalty and Molby reduced the arrears from the spot. There 
followed Liverpool's best period, and McManaman equalised from close in after 
Rosenthal had hit the crossbar.  
The old Liverpool would then have taken the game by the scruff of the neck and 
steamrollered the opposition. But the second half was a relatively subdued affair.  
Liverpool certainly had the opportunities to give themselves some breathing 
space near the foot of the table. Incredibly, Rosenthal shot wide from a few yards 
out, and Hutchison's diving header clicked the top of the crossbar after possibly 
the best move of the season. However, when you are struggling, luck tends to 
turn its back.  
Hutchison again cursed his misfortune when a left-foot screamer cleared the bar 
as well as Wimbledon's excellent goalkeeper, Segers.  
Wimbledon's winner came from one of their few second-half attacks. Their 
approach was typically uncompromising. Jones, who played here for Chelsea 
three weeks ago, enraged the Kop by putting the boot in on Molby early on, and 
there were bookings for Clarke (not retreating at a free kick), Scales (late tackle on 
Rosenthal) and Sanchez (kicking the ball away).  
Joe Kinnear's substitution of Sanchez, a midfield player, for Holdsworth, a 
forward, was a good one. The chief danger to Wimbledon was of being 
outnumbered in midfield, where Molby so often exerts his influence. Sanchez, 
however, did a good containing job, nullifying Liverpool's main strength.  
Wimbledon's first away victory of the season enabled them to leapfrog Liverpool, 
who have made their worst start since 1953. Liverpool in 19th place? Whatever 
next!  
 

 

 

BRITISH SOCCER WEEK 
Adding to the agony 
Two goal Robbie Earle helped Wimbledon to win 3-2 at Liverpool for the second 
successive season. 
The injury-hit Merseysiders fought back after going two goals down in the first 27 
minutes and were level at half-time, only for Earle to give the Dons victory after 
76 minutes. 
Wimbledon captain John Fashanu opened the scoring after 12 minutes, surging 
through to score with a low drive after exchanging passes with Andy Clarke. 
Bruce Grobbelaar, back in Liverpool's goal in place of David James, produced one 
of his more eccentric moments after 27 minutes, coming out to punch a Justin 
Skinner free kick straight to Earle, who lobbed it over him into the empty net. 
But Liverpool struck back eight minutes later, Jan Molby scoring a penalty after 
Earle brought down Ronnie Rosenthal.  
After 39 minutes it was all square, Rosenthal scooping a shot onto the bar despite 
the strong challenge of John Scales, and Steve McManaman turning in the 
rebound. 
But after 76 minutes Wimbledon grabbed their winner, Fashanu flipping his 
keeper's long clearance for Earle to force his way through and unleash a shot 
which Grobbelaar got a hand to but could not keep out. 
After the break Liverpool rarely troubled Wimbledon, their best moment coming 
when Hans Segers had to pip Hutchison's drive over the bar. Grobbelaar's 
basketball style behind-the-back throw straight into the path of Vinny Jones 
almost brought the Zimbabwe international goalkeeper further blushes, but 
fortunately for him Jones drilled his shot right back into his hands. 
Grobbelaar later warned that Liverpool will be "dead and buried" if they don't 
sort out their defensive problems quickly. Grobbelaar held himself partly to blame 
for two of the goals. The keeper questioned his punch for Robbie Earle's first goal 
but said: "I called for the ball and ran past about eight players and when the ball 
was lobbed back towards goal I was the first one back again. I'm questioning if we 
are all in it together - I don't know if we are. We've got to get it sorted out. We 
had better or we will be dead and buried. I got a hand to the ball for the last goal 
and you always question yourself as a goalkeeper if that happens." 
Grobbelaar said there had been a lack of cooperation at the back and added: "The 
boss says the older, more experienced players are not helping the youngsters. The 
experienced players haven't been doing their job. The youngsters are showing us 
they have determination and fire. We have to show that fire too." 
Earle said: "My first goal was something we worked on in training, trying to get 
Bruce to come out of the area and punch. But once the keeper comes out you get 
back on the goal-line and maybe he will be looking at a few of his defenders to do 
that. For the second time I came on a free run from midfield and he might look at 
a few people in front of him rather than behaving himself. It was a good win for us 
and a platform to go on from now. Vinny Jones has come in and half his job is to 
motivate people - he gets the best out of me and pushes me on. He can be a bit of 
a pain in the ear - but he's good to play with. He has played with some good 
players now and I think a few things have rubbed off on him."  

 


